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From Our President
I can’t believe that Nationals is over! It’s been so all consuming for months, and
now we’re done! I think it went very well and was a success.
Here is a summary of the week:
Sunday was the livestock transport day. Kelly Kravec, Rhonda Shewchuk, and Kara
Hewitt picked up and brought all of the sheep and ducks to Wendy Robinson’s
WW Stables and trial facility. Sunday was also duck arena building day.
Kelly camped in the field with the sheep to make sure they stayed safe.
Monday was seminar day! Jerry Rowe spent the day working with teams, showing
them how he prefers to start dogs, and working on existing problems. It was also a
good test run for the trial arena and sheep holding/sorting pens. A few changes
were made, and everything was ready for Tuesday’s trials.
Tuesday was ASCA stock trial day. We had 2 trials, each using sheep and ducks.
Jerry Rowe and Deb Conroy were our judges. Some teams had beautiful runs, and
others had some challenging times.
Wednesday started with some rain, but it let oﬀ and we moved right into our
CNASA Regional trial and CNASA Nationals trial. Jerry Rowe and Deb Conroy
were our judges. They are very positive and supportive people. They found
something good in each run to comment on. They laughed with us and were so
easy going!
All three days were HOT! The exhibitors and judges all got some sun, but we had
plenty of stock and they were fine. There was a mix of hair sheep and wool sheep,
they grouped well and moved oﬀ the dogs. Each holding pen had water and shade.
The stock handlers did an excellent job of sorting and setting out stock calmly and
quietly. And the stock had lots of rest time between runs. One of the best trials
I’ve seen for stock comfort and treatment. There were groups of Runner ducks and
groups of meat ducks. Surprisingly the Runner ducks soured quickly and were very
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hard to work. The meat ducks worked slowly, but if your dog was in the right place,
they moved oﬀ and cooperated.
Wednesday was also the conformation evaluations for the MVA competition.
Sharon Rowe evaluated the dogs fresh from the herding arena!
Wednesday evening was time to load up the stock, take down the duck arena, and
clean up the trial facility.
Thursday was the beginning of the MCA All Breed show. Aussies had a very nice
entry all weekend. After Best In Show we held 2 ASCA conformation shows. We
had majors in Altered bitches, Intact dogs, and Intact bitches. Our judges were
Sharon Rowe and Leslie Sorensen, both ASCA Senior Breeder Judges. The shows
took a long time as ASCA shows sometimes do…..we ended up losing the light and
having to come inside and use the obedience ring (shhhhh! We did wash it
afterwards!). I think we wrapped up around 10:30pm!
Friday we were back in the All Breed ring and the Nationals obedience and rally
trials were held.
Saturday!! Oh boy! The Nationals conformation show started at 8:30 am, so
exhibitors started early! Our judge was Kristin Rush, Senior ASCA Breeder Judge.
Kristin was a pleasure to work with. She ran her ring eﬃciently, but took her time.
From her comments and her choices, she wanted a typey dog that moved well.
She took her time with the junior handlers and sat down with them afterwards to
give them some tips.
She had several comments; she thought that the breeders were definitely setting
their style of dogs and it was clear in the Breeder Showcase that each dog fit with
it’s family group, she was very concerned over the number of dogs with missing
teeth, she felt we had a very, very, high percentage of dogs with dentition issues
when compared to other parts of the country, on kind of a funny note, she asked
why we don’t groom hock hair, we explained that we DO trim hocks, and after
some discussion decided it’s just that our northern dogs are way hairier then the
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Texas dogs. Otherwise coat didn’t factor into her decision at all, there were a LOT
of NAKED dogs!
Another comment that Kristin made was that all of the exhibitors seemed to be
genuinely happy for the winners. She heard all of the ‘Congrats’ and felt that
people meant it. We also sat and watch some of the all breed show and she
commented on how relaxed and friendly the environment was. There was a little
Bull Terrier puppy entered in Baby Puppy. It was very obvious that this was the
owner’s first show dog and first show. He was awarded Best Baby Puppy In Show
and the crowd went wild. Kristin said that you would never see that at an AKC
show. So as much as we gripe about dog shows, from an outside perspective, we’re
doing pretty well!
We literally had to RUN from the specialty ring to the all breed ring for Saturday
afternoon’s regular show.
Sunday morning was early again for the Working & Herding Specialty and then
Sunday afternoon for the all breed show.
Interesting that all 5 of the All Breed shows had a diﬀerent Best of Breed winner.
Unless you have actually organized and run a National specialty it’s hard to
appreciate the work, stress, and tears that go into one. There are so many people to
thank, but I have to single out a couple. The entire Nationals wouldn’t have
happened without Shannon Cole. She was there 18 months before Nationals
happened getting things rolling, we’ve text messaged thousands of times sorting
out details, she was there from the building of the duck arena through to the
endless paperwork that comes after a show. She was the backbone of this National.
Rhonda Shewchuk organized the herding trials, without her work at finding a
facility, locating stock, finding judges, the actual trials themselves, and all of the
take down and clean up afterwards, we wouldn’t have had herding at our Nationals
and that would have been a real shame!
I have to comment on the prizes. Thank you to everyone who sponsored awards, I
can assure you that the exhibitors were THRILLED with their prizes. Connie
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Krohn did all of the artwork for the awards. She painted various Aussies, Aussie
heads, moving Aussies, sitting Aussies, puppy Aussies, Aussies working….on
gorgeous slices of agate. They were absolutely stunning!
Connie also designed and painted the judges’ gifts. She chose beautiful Lug Travel
wallet/Passport holders, and painted a personalized picture of each judges’ special
dog on them. There were tears when we presented those!
Thank you to everyone who supported this National with their entries, with their
sponsorship, and with their donations.

Some of our beautiful hand painted prizes:
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~Shawna
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Zone 2 Report

Hello from Alberta!

By the time you read this “fall” edition of the newsletter, the kids will be headed
back to school, the mornings will feel a little crisper, and perhaps you’ll also be
thinking about new training classes and adventures to pursue with your four-legged
friend. What an awesome summer it’s been with some record-breaking
temperatures here at home in Alberta. Many days were too hot to even be outside
with the crew and we did our walks early in the morning before it heated up.

We held a booster at the Alberta Kennel Club’s Summer Classic at Spruce
Meadows, judged by Mr. Stanley Shen. Cash prizes were generously sponsored by
Glenn Casselman of Allkind Communications (thanks, honey). From a large entry
of 18 Australian Shepherds, the awards were as follows:

Best of Breed – Kiji Don’t Talk Just Kiss

Best of Opposite Sex – Turbar’s Minty Fresh

Best of Winners – Turbar’s Minty Fresh

Winners Dog – Silverwood Flambé of Limelite

Winners Bitch – Turbar’s Minty Fresh
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Best Puppy in Breed – Turbar’s Minty Fresh

Select Dog – Kirrabilli’s Rhapsody In Blue

Select Bitch – Kiji Girl On Fire

High Score Rally – Casselcreek Good Cop Bad Cop

This weekend, a strong contingent of Alberta dogs will be heading to the Manitoba
Canine Association show and taking part in the CNASA National Specialty. Good
luck to all! Make us proud!

Theresa Casselman
Director Zone 2
Alberta
casselcreek@cciwireless.ca
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Zone 3 Report
Greetings from Zone 3

Well, Nationals is now over and I must say it was very successful! We have some
very tired workers, that is for sure. I would like to thank Rhonda Shewchuck for
organizing the herding and to Wendy Robinson for supplying the facility, Kelly
Kravec for supplying the sheep and the ducks along with Kara Hewitt for
supplying sheep as well. Thank you to Colleen Rogala for making the lunches at
the trials. We had some awesome judges, thank you to Deb Conroy and Jerry
Rowe! We had some nice starter dogs out there.

We also had a nice line up of dogs in the conformation ring and Kristin Rush had
some nice things to say about our dogs.

Thank you to Connie Krohn for painting all the prizes and judge’ gifts! They really
loved them!

Thank you to Jim and Colleen Rogala for their work on the auction table and to
the people who donated to the auction table and purchased tickets.

A special thank you to Shawna Wiebe and Rhonda Shewchuk for keeping me
grounded throughout the Nationals!

Jody Bergamaschi won our beautiful stain glass logo! Thank you Rick Denzin for
your hard work making it.
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If I missed anyone I’m sorry, as there are many people helping behind the scenes.

In amongst organizing the Nationals I also attended Meet the Breeds at the Red
River Exhibition June 16-25 in Winnipeg with Maureen Ward-Saunders. This was
well attended by the public and well received.

Well oﬀ to BC to attend a wedding and a much needed holiday with my family!

Shannon Cole
Director Zone 3
MB/SK/NWT
tscole@mymts.net
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Zone 4 Report
What an amazing summer we have had so far!! Here in Ontario, it’s been either
really warm or really wet!! A few clubs canceled their shows due to no where dry
enough to set up rings. Others went ahead with the shows, but exhibitors and dogs
had to run thru lakes in the ring. Here’s hoping the Fall is a little dryer in Ontario.
We have been out and about at dog shows and it’s been wonderful to re-connect
with fellow Aussie people. It’s been nice to see some newer people come out and
try their hand at dog shows too. The shows I have been to have seen Aussies doing
very well in the ring – often getting Group placements in a line up of some very
nice Herding dogs. There are shows coming up this Fall and I hope to see nice size
Aussie entries. Come out and play!! Whether it be Conformation, Agility,
Obedience or Rally-O. We really do have fun at dog shows.
HUGE Congratulations to the people behind the 2017 CNASA Nationals Dog
show that was held in August. It really does take a lot of work to have a National
Specialty! Congratulations to all the winners. Hopefully some Ontario people got
out to the show!
Do you want to become more involved with CNASA? Do you enjoy being part of a
group or committee? Let me know!! There is always room for members and
something for everyone.
Please keep your latest accomplishments in mind for our newsletter. We LOVE
reading about member brags and seeing members and their dogs succeed in all
aspects of dog ownership.
As always, you can contact me at any time with questions and concerns.
Karen Doughty
Zone 4 Director
Ontario & Nunavut
kdoughty80@icloud.com
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Zone 5 Report
Rapport des événements qui ont touché les chiens de Berger Australien ces
derniers mois.

Bravos à tous ceux et celles qui performent avec leur Berger Australien au Québec –
Voici quelques accomplissements :

Élevage Oxalis Josée Fournier - BIG GCH Oxalis Taïka Black Pearl HIT CDI RA
CGN "Taïka" avec trois de ces chiots , Tadam's My Heart Beat "DJ" , Tadam's
Cosmic Girl. "Célia" et Tadam Legend of Zelda "Zelda " Le 5 août 2017 -Je suis très
heureuse des résultats aujourd'hui pour Sélène qui a fait un Best of opposite et qui
est maintenant a 10 points de grand championnat, et pour Taika qui a terminé son
titre de rally avancé.

La chienne ATChC "Chien champion d'agilité du Canada" Dusilence Clin d'œil de
Monique Marcil à reçue le 13 août à Terrebonne le titre "Honneur au mérite
Argent" pour ses nombreux accomplissements en Agilité au Québec.

La chienne de Isabelle Giroux Arwen a terminée sont Chamionnat en
conformation :
The picture is here! What a wonderful weekend! She finished her championship
with a 3 pts major and to top it oﬀ, 4 GrCh points!
*New Can Champion*
Group placing FCC Ch Can Ch MBBPIG Boomrang Arwen Evenstar PCD RN
CGN (and a few agility Q)

Les 12 & 13 août 2017 à la ferme la Clos Dusilence de Portneuf au Québec nous
avons tenus trois concours CKC de herding en aréna. Les niveaux avancé,
intermédiaire, débutant et testé ont été représentés. Dianne Devison à jugé les
participants. Une douzaine de chiens par concours ont démontrés leur talents. Les
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participants venaient de touts les coins du Québec; Montréal, trois-Rivières,
Bécancour, Baie St-Paul, Saint-Charles sur la rive-sur de Québec, etc.

Concours no 13 samedi le 12 août 2017
(Tous les 13 participants ont qualifiés)
Avancé
1e Joy Border Collie avec 97,5
2e Barbara Berger Australien avec 91,5
3e Borobil Berger Australien avec 89

Intermédiaire
1e Beltz Berger Australien avec 95,5
2e Jack Border Collie avec 84

Débutant
1e Nema Berger Australien avec 93,5
2e Houla Bouvier Australien avec 92,5
3e Liva Border Collie avec 92
4e Gaïa Border Collie avec 89

Testé
Taz Berger Allemand Q
Lili Border Collie Q

Concours no 14 Dimanche matin le 13 août 2017
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(Tous les 12 participants ont qualifiés)
Avancé
1e Joy Border Collie avec 96,5
2e Borobil Berger Australien avec 90,5

Intermédiaire
1e Beltz Berger Australien avec 91,5
2e Jack Border Collie avec 88,5

Débutant
1e Nema Berger Australien avec 92
2e Tifa Berger Allemand avec 88,5
3e Houla Bouvier Australien avec 86,5
4e Gaïa Border Collie avec 85,5

Testé
Taz Berger Allemand No show
Lili Border Collie Q

Concours no 15 Dimanche PM le 13 août 2017
(Tous les 11 participants ont qualifiés)
Avancé
1e Joy Border Collie avec 97,5
2e Barbara Berger Australien avec 87
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Intermédiaire
1e Jack Border Collie avec 93,5
2e Beltz Berger Australien avec 93

Débutant
1e Gaïa Border Collie avec 97
2e Tifa Berger Allemand avec 92,5
3e Liva Border Collie avec 92,5
4e Nema Berger Australien avec 88

Testé
Lili Border Collie No Show
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Julie Plourde
julie.plourde13@gmail.com
Nancy Guerin
nancy.guerin@dusilence.com
Zone 5 Directors
Quebec
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Zone 6 Report
Hello CNASA Members!

What a beautiful summer we have had here on the east coast! There have been
lots of perfect beach days that we were lucky enough to take advantage of, I hope
that other members were able to as well. The summer months always seem to go
by way too quickly!

Congratulations to all of our winners at Nationals this year. There was a very nice
entry and it looks like everyone had a great time. Thank you to everyone involved
in organizing this show, it was a lot of hard work but it is greatly appreciated!

Angela Slauenwhite
Zone 6 Director
Atlantic Provinces
angelaandcollin@hotmail.com
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Member Brags

From Gina Stetsko

We have been out and about enjoying our Summer DogSports with Bizi & Tex.
With all the hot weather, the Dock Jumping has especially enjoyable. Both
boys Qualified for Finals, at the July event, and, earned placements in the
Senior Division.
I think it says something about the interest for Chase Ability in Alberta
when the local Lure Coursing club adds 2 more trial dates in October &
November. Tex has blasted through June & July trials, Qualifying without a
doubt, but, we'll have to think twice about 'snow coursing'. :D
Totally thrilled to find SHEEP clinics, 1/2 hour from home, in August.
Can't say no to that and Bizi's in heaven. So, we're hoping next year will
have consistent herding availability starting earlier in the year. Tex
might get some time then.
So happy, with only one CKC agility trial we entered, Tex earned both CKC
Novice titles. We finish oﬀ August with a SDDA scent trial, a CWC dock
event, CKC chase and a CKC agility trial. Sure wish our season was longer.
Best of Luck to all of you competing at Nationals!!
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From Novacoast Australian Shepherds:

We once again had our Novacoast family beach day this summer. It's so hard to
find a day that works for everyone but we had a nice turn out. The weather was
perfect and the dogs had a blast! We are very lucky to have some perfect dog
friendly beaches nearby. Fun was had by the dogs and their humans!
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From Lydine & Rick Denzin:

What a ride Sheep's Kin had at the CNASA National Specialty!

ASCA/CKC GrCh Sheep's Kin Hear Me Out - Gabby -BOB
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ASCA/Fr Vice Ch/Hungarian Ch/CKC GrCh Sheep's Kin Making An Impact Slam - Select Dog and Best Bred By Exibitor
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ASCA ACh/CKC Ch Sheep's Kin Jitterbug - Gogo - Altered BOB
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Sheep's Kin Its In Your Genes - Booty - BOB BP

ASCA/CKC Ch Sheep's Kin Victorious Tale rounded out the group with Gabby,
Slam and Gogo to win the Breeder's Showcase.

Thank you to Sr Breeder Judge Kristen Rush for the honour of these awards and to
the people who worked many, many hours to put this show together. The ribbons
and prizes were beautiful (thank you Connie Krohn for the prizes!)

One comment the judge made to me was how great it was to see competitors truly
congratulating those who won and placed. Thank you to those who gave congrats
to us on our wins. It really was and is appreciated. We have a great breed with
great people in the breed. Keep up the good work everyone!

Lydine & Rick Denzin
Sheep's Kin Australian Shepherds
sheeps.kin@sasktel.net
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Pedigrees
The Breeders Roadmap
by C.A. Sharp

First published in Double Helix Network News, Spring 2004 Rev. May 2013
Reprinted with permission from http://www.ashgi.org.

Road maps tell you where you’ve been and where you are going. If you are
breeding dogs, pedigrees are your roadmap. They don’t just tell you what has been.
Used properly, they can give you a good idea of where you need to go. This doesn’t
mean that your goal is to make something that looks pretty on paper. You’re
breeding dogs, not documents but those documents contain a wealth of data and
can point you toward additional information. Analysis of pedigrees and supporting
information will aid you in making informed breeding decisions.

Pedigreed Dogs

The use of written pedigrees is so intrinsic to the breeding of purebred dogs that
the general public views them as synonymous. Pedigree = purebred. But a pedigree
isn’t just part of the documentation you send along with a pup when it goes to its
new home.

The standard pedigree format, sometimes called a horizontal pedigree, is a listing
of recent ancestors ranked by generation. Along with the names of the ancestors
you may or may not find additional information on such things as registration,
appearance or date of birth. Most printed pedigrees show only three to five
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generations. The deeper the pedigree and the more supporting information it
contains, the more useful it is as a research tool. However there are limits to what
can be put on a single piece of paper. A great deal of vital information about the
listed dogs cannot be found on a printed pedigree.

Vertical pedigrees show not only your dog, its parents and grandparents, but all of
their full siblings. It may also contain information on things like hip status and can
be useful in determining whether polygenic traits like HD may run in the family.
Like the horizontal pedigree, the information listed is limited by the size of a piece
of paper.

There is another type of pedigree, often called a genealogy chart, flows the
opposite direction—from one or more ancestors down through their many
descendants. These are commonly presented as a chart with squares and/or circles
representing individuals and lines indicating mates and oﬀspring. The number of
generations shown depends on the reason for constructing the chart. Genealogy
charts may also contain a limited amount of information about the individuals
listed. Researchers use this type of pedigree to demonstrate patterns of descent
for hereditary traits. A breeder might use it to show important descendants of one
of her dogs. If you are a visual person, sketching out a pedigree descent chart and
noting what you know about individuals in it may help you understand how a trait
is flowing through your line or indicate how significantly a particular dog has
impacted breeding program.

For the most part, we rely on the classic listing of the dog, its parents,
grandparents, and so on. Generating pedigrees once required hours of tedious
typing or hand copying. Thanks to computers, kennel management and pedigree
software are readily available. Paper pedigrees can be printed as needed or posted
on websites, sometimes customized to include additional information on the dogs,
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kennel logos, or photographs. Considerably more data can be stored on each
individual dog’s record than was ever possible on a paper pedigree.

Keeping Track of Business

Whether you use paper records or a computer, you should record as much
information as possible about all your dogs and as many of their relatives as
possible. Also, record important facts about dogs that you may use in your
breeding program. Don’t neglect their relatives, either. The better kennel software
will calculate the coeﬃcient of inbreeding (COI.) You can use COI to monitor
the level of inbreeding in your dogs or proposed matings.

Beyond the standard descriptive data and titles, note the strengths and weaknesses
of each animal. If it has been bred, what do you know about its oﬀspring? Have
any of its relatives ever had an inherited disease or disqualifying fault? With this
kind of information readily available, you may be able to focus on the best
additions to your kennel or prepare a short list of potential studs for your bitch
without ever leaving home or picking up a telephone.

For example, if your bitch’s weakest point is straight stifles, you could pull up data
on dogs you think might be complementary. What do your notes say about their
stifle angulation? Remember to check their oﬀspring—knowing the dog has
consistently produced proper angulation will be a further point in his favor. Look
at his siblings, parents, cousins, and other relatives. The more of them that have
correct stifles, the more likely the dog is to produce them. If your bitch has been
bred before, records on her oﬀspring will indicate how frequently she throws her
faulty stifles and whether any prior crosses resulted in improvement. If straight
stifles are something you have been dealing with for several generations, look back
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at records from prior breedings. Which crosses resulted in consistently correct
angulation? You can determine how likely you are to get a particular trait so long
as you have enough pedigree data. This can be done for any trait, good or bad. It’s
no guarantee on the outcome, of course, but the point of the exercise is to map out
the route that is most likely to get you to your desired destination.

Number Crunching

If a trait is due to a single gene you can calculate the probability that a dog will
have the trait, based on which individuals in the pedigree have exhibited or
produced it and what is known about how the gene is passed.

Liver is recessive to black. If your bitch is liver and you want to breed her to a
black dog, you know that all the pups will at least carry liver because your bitch
only has liver versions of the gene. The probability that they at least will be
carriers is 100%. But what is the probability that you will get liver pups?

If you don’t know whether or not the sire is carrying liver, you need to look at the
pedigree. If one of his parents was liver, he does. There is a 50% probability that a
given pup will be liver. If both his parents were black, but the dog has a liver
littermate, both his parents are carriers and there is a two in three chance he is
carrying liver himself and a one in three that you will get a liver pup if you breed
him to your bitch, or 33.3% probability.

What if you don’t know the mode of inheritance for a trait or it is polygenic? The
best way to calculate whether a given cross will produce a trait of unknown or
complex inheritance is with Best Linear Unbiased Prediction {BLUP) analysis.
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BLUP has been used successfully to maintain high levels of marketability in
livestock. It enables breeders to determine Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) for
herds and flocks as well as individuals, compensating for management and other
environmental diﬀerences. The EBVs of one individual or group can be
meaningfully compared to those of others. This helps breeders select stock that
will best meet their goals, whether they are breeding commercial production
animals or bloodstock.

BLUP can be applied equally well to dog breeding: It is used by Canine
Companions for Independence and Seeing Eye, as well as some European breed
organizations. At present none of the commercially available kennel pedigree
software will perform BLUP analysis. The math and statistical analysis required to
do it by hand are enough to make ordinary mortals tremble. It also requires a data
set far more comprehensive than most breeders will be able to pull together.

A more practical pedigree analysis technique for the average dog breeder is a
modification of percentage of ancestry. Percentage of ancestry, sometimes called
percentage of blood, is used to determine how much an individual ancestor
contributed to the pedigree. Each parent will have given your dog 50% of its
genes. Statistically, each grandparent will have given 25%, great grandparents 12.5%
and so on. There comes a point when the probability is very low that your dog will
have inherited any significant number of genes from that particular ancestor unless
the ancestor appears in the pedigree multiple times. If a single dog is four times a
great grandparent, he will have contributed about as many of his genes as did either
of the actual parents—50%.
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Examples:

Oso is a grandsire and a great grandsire: 25 + 12.5 = 37.5% ancestry.

Lady is great grand dam twice and great-great grand dam three times:

(2 x 12.5) + (3 x 6.25) = 43.75% ancestry

Oso falls between a grandparent and a parent in his potential contribution to the
pedigree. Lady is very nearly at the level of a parent. I say “potential” because we
cannot know exactly which genes came down through the intervening generations.
It may be everything the individual passed to its immediate descendant or it may
be nothing. Dogs have around 20-30,000 genes, so in most cases the actual
number of genes passed down will hover somewhere around the percentage of
ancestry.

Percentage of ancestry cannot exceed 50%. No bitch or dog could be behind more
than half of the possible lines of descent in a pedigree. If you come up with a
number greater than 50, you have made an error. Percentage of ancestry allows you
to determine how much individual ancestors may have contributed to your dog’s
genes. With minor modifications, the same technique and can be used to
determine how likely you are to get a particular trait.
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In-Depth Analysis

To determine the risk you will get particular traits, review the pedigree for dogs
that have had or produced the trait. Except in the case of X-linked or single gene
dominant traits, both parents of any individual exhibiting the trait will be carriers
of genes for that trait. I usually go a step farther and note grandparents of
individuals that had the trait. With polygenic traits, it is highly probable that the
grandparents also carry genes for it. It’s also very likely that you won’t have full
information, especially if the trait is one people don’t want to admit their dogs
have. However, you might know about one or more aﬀected grandpups. I refer to
grandparents of aﬀected dogs as “suspect” carriers. Suspects should not be given
the same weight as dogs that actually exhibited the trait or produced it, but
including them in your analysis is as a technique for incorporating the breath of
pedigree necessary for evaluating risk of producing polygenic traits like hip
dysplasia. You can eﬀectively include vertical pedigree information without
actually creating such a pedigree.

The farther back you go before you find a dog connected to a trait, the less that
dog contributes to the risk. Dogs that have a trait are the ones most likely to pass
it on, parents less so and grandparents even less. More distant ancestors are less
likely with each subsequent generation to have contributed the necessary genes.

How many generations to analyze behind your dog or a proposed cross depends on
a number of factors. If the trait is easily recognized (color, coat type) or commonly
discussed (dentition) or if information is readily available (performance records),
three generations might be enough. However if recording of the trait is
inconsistent or it is one people may not mention for fear of stigma, five
generations may be more revealing. Beyond five or six generations, likelihood that
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the trait could have been passed down without someone noting it becomes more
and more improbable

When analyzing a pedigree, start with the first generation and move back along
each line of descent. Once you find an individual connected to the trait you are
looking for, note whether it was aﬀected, carrier or suspect. Once you find
something, do not proceed any farther along that particular line. If you note more
distant ancestors behind that one, you will inflate your result. For example, if you
find that the paternal grandsire has produced the color you are interested in, it
does not matter that his sire was that color; the grandsire is the closest dog that
you know had the gene, so skip to the paternal grand dam. If she has no
connection to the trait, go to her sire, and so on. Continue with each line of
descent until you either find something or reach the last generation you are
searching.

The next task is to determine the likelihood that you will get the trait. These are
not precise probability calculations. Rather they are a method of consistent
comparative ranking. Who’s higher and who’s lower, with lower being preferable
for undesirable traits like hereditary disease. If you were looking at desirable traits,
you would want high numbers.

I assign a value of 10 to an aﬀected dog that appears as a parent on the pedigree, 5
to a carrier and 2.5 to suspect. For each generation back, I divide that score in half.

Example:

A suspect appears as a great grandparent –
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2.5 (base score for a suspect) divided by 2 (grandparent) divided by 2 (great
grandparent): 2.5/2/2 = .625 (which I round to 1)

Since gender isn’t an issue in this kind of search, values over 5 (equivalent to 50% in
a percentage of ancestry calculation) can easily result. It’s also possible to get
values over 10 (e.g. if the sire was aﬀected and the dam a daughter of a carrier, the
score would be 12.5.) Even though this procedure is similar to and based upon
percentage of ancestry, the result is not a percentage calculation. I deliberately
moved to a 10-point scale to help avoid confusion with percentages.

A pedigree I reviewed recently for epilepsy had a suspect parent (2.5), a carrier
great grandparent (1.25), and five suspects on the 5th generation (5x .157). This
resulted in a score of 4.535. Since the fractions of a point are not significant to the
final result, I generally round to the nearest whole or, for anything under 1 up to 1.
For similar reasons, I have made 10 my maximum score—once you have reached 10
points you are extremely likely to get the trait. If you prefer to use fractions,
scores over 10, or a 100-point scale that is certainly acceptable so long as you are
consistent in what you are doing.

The Good Stuﬀ

The above system works best for traits you don’t want and those that you do which
are rare. For good things that occur more often than not you will want to
determine the consistency of that trait across a horizontal pedigree or, better yet,
in a vertical pedigree.
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The modified percentage of ancestry method would work well for determining risk
of hip dysplasia, but if what you want to determine is the likelihood you will get
good or excellent hips in a cross, you would do better to look at hip scores across a
vertical pedigree. Having all excellent hips behind your dog is no guarantee he
won’t produce HD. But if there is little or no HD in the vertical pedigree going
back two or three generations and the scores were largely good or excellent, odds
are your dog will produce good or excellent hips in his oﬀspring.

Completing the Map

Follow the procedures outlined above for every trait you consider important. You
can use the results to determine potential weaknesses in a particular pedigree and
map out a course for improvement. A pedigree is very much your road map as a
breeder. Whether it helps you find your way or not will depend on how well you
have taken note of the road signs and landmarks you’ve discovered along the way.
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